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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an overview of audio indexing, which has
emerged very recently as a research topic with the development
of Internet. A lot of data, including audio data, are currently not
indexed by web search engines, and audio indexing consists in
finding good descriptors of audio documents which can be used
as indexes for archiving and search. We discuss speech/music seg-
mentation, language identification, speaker tracking and speaker
indexing, and propose some research directions for other audio
descriptors which have not been used in the framework of audio
indexing, namely key sounds detection, keywords detection, and
themes detection. We finally conclude this overview and give a
few promising and key perspectives.

1. INTRODUCTION

Internet has become a very important vector of communi-
cation during the last few years. There are currently about
400 millions of Internet users, 2 billions of pages directly
accessible on 7 millions of public servers1. There is an ur-
gent need to classify this huge amount of data. Most of the
search engines currently access mainly the HTML pages (or
equivalent textual data). But there is an important part of
the data which is not accessible, because the data are not
indexed, have a dynamic content, or belong to a category
which is not easily indexable. All these data belong to what
is called the invisible web, including audio and video docu-
ments.

In this paper, we describe some techniques used to struc-
ture, and possibly index, audio documents. Although auto-
matic transcription has reached a good performance level
recently, it is not the only kind of information which can be
extracted from an audio document. A lot of non-verbal in-
formation are also very structuring for an audio document,
and can lead to the extraction of pertinent descriptors. For
instance, as seen on Fig. 1, we can separate speech segments
from music segments, detect key sounds (like jingles), iden-
tify the language of a segment, track a known speaker or

1See http://wwwelec.unice.fr/pages/veille/veille.html, in French.

segment by speakers, detect some keywords, or extract the
main themes.

SPEECH SPEECHMUSIC

KEYWORD 1 KEYWORD 2

FRENCH ENGLISH

SPEAKER 1 SP. 2 SP. 3 SP. 4

JINGLE 1

THEME 1 THEME 2

Fig. 1. Some descriptors which can be extracted from an
audio document.

2. SPEECH/MUSIC TRACKING AND
SEGMENTATION

The first task of interest is the tracking of speech and/or
music segments in order to segment an audio document into
speech and music portions. Most of broadcast news tran-
scription systems use this kind of separation of speech/music
segments in order to confine the application of speech tran-
scription systems on speech segments[1]. This segmenta-
tion is often related to a specific structuration of the docu-
ment (advertisements, jingles, etc.), and it seems important
to keep it as a descriptor in an audio indexing system.

Generally, speech/music segmentation is based on the
acoustic differences between the two sorts of sounds. [2,
3, 4, 5] have based their discrimination on sets of indices
like the mean and the variance of the zero-crossing rate, the
spectral ”flux” which is defined as the balancing point of the
spectral magnitude distribution, etc. All these features usu-
ally have interesting discriminating properties as they take
very different values for each category of sound.

Various classifiers are commonly used: Gaussian Mix-
ture Models (GMM), k-Nearest-Neighbors (kNN), Neural
Networks (NN), etc. In [6, 7], a classical cepstral parame-



terization associated with GMM’s gives good results.

What seems important in speech/music separation is the
notion of independency between the two tracked cues. In
[Fon00], the ”differentiated modeling” permits to exploit
the structural differences between speech and music. Each
class has its own set of parameters (cepstra for speech, filters
for music) and models (a 32-component GMM for speech,
and a 10-component GMM for music). The decision is to-
tally independent and a module of fusion gives the final seg-
mentation, including mixed segments.

3. LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION
Language identification consists in identifying the language
of an audio document or of a segment in an audio docu-
ment. This task has emerged recently in the framework of
multilingual speech recognition, but has not been used in
the framework of audio indexing.

The state-of-the-art approach uses a cepstral-based acous-
tic analysis and several language-dependent phone recog-
nizers followed by n-gram language models specific of each
language to identify [8]. This approach requires that labeled
training data be available for several languages, but not nec-
essary for all.

Among the alternative approaches that have been pro-
posed, some researchers work at the level of the acoustic
analysis [9, 10], and other propose to explore various cues
to identify a language, as rythm [11] for instance.

4. SPEAKER TRACKING
Speaker tracking consists in estimating a beginning and an
ending time for each segment in which a target speaker is
speaking.

This task is usually tackled by a statistical approach. To
detect a target speaker in an audio document, two models
are usually built: a target speaker model and a background
model which is intended to represent speech from speak-
ers other than the target speaker or other types of sounds.
These models are built using feature vectors extracted from
labeled segments. In the case of several target speakers, at
least one model for each target speaker is needed. Finally,
more generally, there could be several background models,
representing different types of non-target speaker sounds,
and several models for each target speaker, representing dif-
ferent speech qualities. This approach has been adopted for
instance in [12, 13].

5. SPEAKER INDEXING
Speaker indexing of an audio database consists in organiz-
ing the audio data according to the speakers present in the
database. It is composed of three steps (Figure 2). The first
step is the segmentation of each audio document by speak-
ers. The segmentation produces a set of speaker-based seg-
mented portions, that is, a set of speaker utterances. The

second step consists in tying the various speaker utterances
among several previously segmented audio documents. Dur-
ing this stage, one label is attributed to all the speaker utter-
ances matched together. The last stage corresponds to the
creation of a speaker-based index.
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Fig. 2. Block-diagram of a speaker indexing system.

The speaker segmentation problem is usually addressed
by one of the two following methods. The first one (de-
scribed in [14][15][16]) relies on a speaker change detec-
tion followed by a clustering step. The second one (see
for instance [17][18]) does the segmentation and the clus-
tering simultaneously using a hidden Markov model. In
both cases, the system has to determine the set of speak-
ers present within a given audio document as well as the
boundaries of each intervention. No a priori information on
speakers is used in these approaches, i.e. the speaker utter-
ance models are built during the segmentation process.

Speaker utterances tying [19] is a classification prob-
lem similar to speaker clustering [15][16]. Speaker clus-
tering is usually done inside one audio document, whereas,
in speaker utterances tying, utterances are matched among
several audio documents. However, similar segments inside
one audio document are already matched during the prelim-
inary segmentation process. Moreover, the matched utter-
ances are longer than the segments used in speaker cluster-
ing. But the great number of channels in the set of audio
documents represents an additional difficulty.

The last step of speaker indexing is the creation of a
speaker-based index which remains an open and difficult
problem for real applications. There are very few papers
on this topic. The aim of a speaker-based index is to orga-
nize the matched speakers to make the search in a database
more efficient.

6. OTHER TYPES OF INFORMATION

Broadcast news systems are based on a complete transcrip-
tion of speech segments. As far as indexing systems are
concerned, moreover for web search applications, keyword
detection is preferred. Keyword spotting consists in de-
tecting a more or less important set of keywords from the
speech stream. This process gives the exact time position of
a keyword.

Word-spotting systems based on hidden Markov models
are considered more efficient at modeling arbitrary speech
than template based systems [20, 21]. Two main approaches



are found in the literature. The most obvious is to use a large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition system (LVCSR)
to produce a word string. Then, search algorithms are ap-
plied for keyword detection in that string [22]. This ap-
proach is considered as giving the best results [23, 24]. An-
other common approach is based on the use of keyword and
filler models. These latest represent the non-keyword inter-
vals of the utterance [23]. Models can be sub-word keyword
models like phonetic models or can be whole-word models.
[25] gives a very interesting overview of re-scoring meth-
ods applied to these two kinds of models: sub-word models
are shown to yield a higher hit rate. An original approach
based on a HMM-based acoustic decoder combines a multi-
keyword spotter and a RNN prosodic model [26]. Prosodic
information intends to give better boundaries of words as-
suming that speakers emphasize keywords more than non-
keywords in a sentence. The last relevant approach is based
on a modification of the Viterbi search to compute normal-
ized scores which indicate the matching of the keywords at
distinct time positions in the utterance. Scores of the key-
words are compared with decision thresholds [27]. This is
used efficiently as input in a post-processor stage in [28].
Although LVCSR approaches give better results, it requires
task-specific knowledge and large training databases. This
have a high computational cost. The filler approach is in-
teresting to avoid this last inconvenient and also to maintain
domain independence. But detailed filler models increase
the performances and then most of the disadvantages of this
approach are lost. Systems based on a real acoustic decoder
are interesting in terms of domain independence too. This
last method seems to have the advantages of needing quite
a small amount of training data and does not require filler
models.

The topic detection and tracking (TDT) program pro-
poses a definition of a topic as ”a seminal event or activity
along with all directly events and activities” [29]. As far
as speech is concerned, a topic is commonly defined by a
set of relevant words [30]. This implies the use of an auto-
matic speech recognizer as a front-end. Recent approaches
consider that phoneme-based methods are more accurate.
Major advantages of such an approach have been pointed
out in [31]. An interesting article presents a method based
on phoneme n-grams [32]. Documents or parts of it will
be considered to be ”on topic” whenever the story is di-
rectly connected to the associated event. We can consider
three different tasks: story segmentation, topic detection,
and topic tracking. The story segmentation is the task of
segmenting the stream of speech into topically cohesive sto-
ries. The tracking task consists in associating incoming sto-
ries with known topics. Topic detection is the task of detect-
ing and tracking topics not previously known by the system.
These three tasks can be integrated into an automatic speech
indexing system, even if the most useful is usually the track-

ing task. The association between a basic unit (word or se-
quence of phonemes) and a topic is then based on similarity
measures, or occurrence frequencies between what is called
the conversational vector and the topic-specific vector. A lot
of problems are addressed through the topic tracking task
and not all problems are yet resolved.

Finally, if speech cues are well known, music segments
can also be exploited to find particular cues like rythm [33],
musical sentences [34], pitch [35], notes, instrumental parts,
singing voices, melody [36, 37], etc.

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we have presented the current state of re-
search in audio indexing. We have discussed speech/music
segmentation, language identification, speaker tracking and
speaker indexing, and proposed some research directions
for other audio descriptors which have not been used in the
framework of audio indexing, namely key sounds detection,
keywords detection, themes detection, and other musical
descriptors. A lot of work needs to be done in audio index-
ing. In particular, after the extraction of audio descriptors,
there is another important step consisting in organizing all
these descriptors to make the search and the navigation in
an audio database more efficient. We intend to tackle some
of these issues in the ongoing RAIVES project, which is a
research project on audio indexing. We also hope that this
paper will stimulate some research in that field, which still
needs to be largely explored.
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